“Gather with others, at whatever scale is available, and it is through the intensity of your cooperative invocation and
your shared intent that much is opened, activated and transformed in consciousness throughout your plane.” (Book Two)
The inner stream of guidance through which I write the Guidance for Life on Earth books is available to answer questions and provide
support to us through high-vibrational teachings. In small groups recently, these teachings have directly addressed the circumstances
of our daily lives and of our world, of which we are currently in invocation.

SIX GUIDED CONVERSATIONS
TO NOURISH YOU IN BRINGING FORTH A NEW WORLD
Join me online in an experiment through dialogue on Tuesdays, from late-January to early-March, where together we will:
** Attune to the deeper invitation behind our unfolding and challenging world events, from the most local and intimate levels of
your life to the largest possible frameworks,
** Understand and learn to respond to life arising in and as our world, through your own inner sensitivities and capacities - those
that are next available to be activated and refined in you, on personal and collective levels,
** Cultivate a community in consciousness, learning to invoke and embody a world of a higher dimensional order, one that is already
available to us and in which we all are an integral part.
IN EACH WEEKLY ZOOM-CALL AND AFTERWARDS
We will begin with a short, guided meditation to attune to the consciousness available to us, before opening to a mixture of spoken
and written questions, staying throughout the call as one group. Each call will last for around two hours, including a short break.
Your questions are welcome on any theme related to the book-materials. Personal questions may be answered in terms that are
meaningful to the whole collective.
Audio-recordings will be available afterwards. If you like, you’re welcome to continue the dialogue around issues raised during the
calls by posting or commenting in the dedicated Facebook-group for the books; engage like this on the group-page and I will join in
the dialogues arising, and some additional themed calls may emerge too.
PTO ®

DATES AND TIMES
On these Tuesdays, starting at: 9am Pacific / 10am Mountain / 11am Central / noon Eastern / 17h UK / 18h Central Europe (and I
believe, for other friends here: 14h in Buenos Aires / 19h in South Africa / 6am in New Zealand):
26 January, 2 February, 9 February, 16 February, 23 February, 2 March 2021
COST
Your participation will support the birthing of Book Three this year. I invite you to attune to an amount between £ 180 and £ 500
(UK pounds). Whatever you are able to pay will help cover my living expenses while writing and the costs of preparing the book for
publication. Your generosity will directly contribute to the next step in bringing Guidance for Life on Earth out into our world, and is
much appreciated. Please spread the word.
WHAT YOU WILL RECEIVE
A few days before we begin you’ll receive a Zoom-link by email to join the weekly calls. This will be the same link each week. Soon
after each call you’ll receive an email with a private-link to where you can listen to the call again and download the audio-file if you wish.
HOW TO REGISTER
First, read the conditions here below to check your agreement.
Then attune to an amount to pay, and go to: www.guidanceforlife.info Near the bottom of that page you will see a link “TO PAYMENT
PAGE” - click there and enter your details; the email address you enter will be the one that the Zoom-link will be sent to. In ‘Reason
for Payment’ please enter “Join the Conversation”, thank you.
If you want to join us for the first call then please register before Saturday the 23rd of this month (January).
With love, Stephen

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
Here are the conditions you are agreeing to when you sign up to join us:
** You’re familiar with the Guidance for Life on Earth materials and have read or worked with at least part of one of the books,
ideally Book Two which addresses the nature of our world. This will help to create a coherent container for our calls.
** The Zoom-link you’ll receive is for your own use: you agree not to share it with others or make it public in any way. Similarly, the
recordings are for you only.
** You’re welcome to register at any point during the series of calls, the same suggested range for payment still applies. Once a
payment is made, no receipt will be issued other than the automatically emailed confirmation-of-payment, and no refunds will be
made after 25 January.
** The higher-vibrational quality of our space is increased when I see people present and listening on-screen. Unless for health
reasons you need to lay down or be absent, you agree to show-up ‘live’ for the calls whenever possible and to be visible (it’s fine to
close your eyes if you prefer). I understand if sometimes this isn’t possible, or if it is night-time in your time-zone, and I understand
if you can’t stay for the whole call; you don’t need to let me know if you can’t join us on the day.
** The audio quality of the questions asked makes a difference for me: if you plan on maybe asking a question aloud then make sure
you have a good-quality microphone (or one combined in a head-set) and do not use the one built-in to your computer or iPad.
Please don’t join calls on your phone.
** I may make use of the recordings of this material afterwards to publicly promote the field of this work: you consent to any
recordings being freely used in this way.
** Finally, you acknowledge full responsibility for your own mental, emotional and physical self-care in the context of whatever your
participation may stimulate or open for you. These calls alone may not provide opportunities for you to process and integrate
whatever arises, and you are advised to establish practice-environments wherein you may offer and receive support, and further
explore the material.

